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Elevate Your


Eyewear


Raise your glasses to a frame by


a premium brand you love.
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It’s always a good day to buy glasses online.

Express your every vision with affordable eyeglasses and prescription sunglasses.
Shop thousands of glasses with Virtual Try-On, 2-Day Delivery, and frames starting at just $6!
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Unstoppable Collection

Performance frames that are

all about showing up to win.
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Glasses On Sale

Good looking out! Enjoy up to 50% off

these eyewear picks.

Shop now







Fit & Style Quiz

Need some help figuring out which glasses are

right for you? Find your perfect pair.

Take the quiz








Glasses Under $50

Eye-catching frames for under $50.
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Designer eyewear at affordable prices.
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Ordering eyeglasses online made easy

Eyebuydirect is the online glasses store of your dreams (according to you!). Since 2005, we’ve been putting a focus on affordable, high-quality frame and eyeglass lenses, which is why our customers consistently rate us the best place to buy prescription eyewear. From our on-trend designs, to our everyday prices, see why our affordable prescription eyeglasses, progressive lenses, sunglasses, blue light glasses, and lens coatings have landed everywhere from Vogue to Buzzfeed. Forbes, and more — all thanks to you!







Virtual Try-On


Find frames that fit your face with our handy Virtual Try-On feature, then just add your prescription lens!


Try frames now!
The reviews are in!








MICKAELIA W.

Great quality



A large variety with colors, sizes etc. I love how easy it is to use the site. Customer service reps to help along the way. Plus discounts.












JUAN F.

So easy



So easy to order and great prices to top it off. I also like the fact that they carry Oakley brand products.












EMILY S.

Great customer service!



This is by far the easiest eyewear website to use when comparing different frames. It's helpful to have the sizes and try-on feature readily available in the favorites section.












CARLEE A. B.

Perfect Fit



The website was easy to use, the glasses shipped quickly, and I get nothing but compliments on my new glasses! Thanks!!












PAUHOV X.

Awesome!



These glasses fit perfectly! They are super lightweight, yet also feel very sturdy at the same time. The colors and design are beautiful. Will be a returning customer!












SAMANTHA J.

I LOVE EyeBuyDirect



It's so user friendly and the customer service is incredible! I tell everyone who compliments my glasses (which happens a lot!) to use this site. Thank you!
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@eyebuydirect

Follow us on social for the latest trends and tag #eyebuydirect in your new eyewear!

Shop the lookFollow us
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Have Glasses Questions?


We’ve got answers. Learn how to find styles for your face shape while buying prescription glasses, understand your prescription, and even measure your pupillary distance at home without an eye exam!









How to Read a Prescription







Pupillary Distance







Frames & Face Shapes







How to Buy Glasses Online


Join The Exclusive Club

See our latest collections & exclusive offers before the crowd!




By subscribing, I confirm that I am over 16 years of age and agree that my personal data can be used by Luxottica Group S.p.A to send me news, special offers, and other marketing communication as part of the Eyebuydirect Loyalty Program. For more information, see our Notice of Financial Incentives, Privacy Policy, and Terms & Conditions. 

Follow Us
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